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Release day - 2nd December 2020

Bug

- [DSOF-15363] - Actors no longer fail to join sessions if an editor change is in-flight while they are syncing from the director.
- [DSOF-15437] - d3 Installer no longer sets rivermax license environment variable to look at the wrong location.
- [DSOF-15453] - Projects corrupted by r17.4.7 are now cleansed automatically on launch.
- [DSOF-15440] - OmniCal: Frame time stamp is no longer incorrectly assumed to be at the start of the exposure for Disguise G-507 cameras
- [DSOF-15443] - OmniCal: capture system will no longer attempt to shutter projectors when stacking feature is disabled
- [DSOF-15454] - OmniCal: MV Camera Stats no longer spams console during capture